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1.0 Introduction

Şubat 2023 depremlerinden sonra yeniden yapılanma.

Bu raporun amacı Şubat 2023 depremlerinde hasar gören konut-
ların, yolların, okulların, hastanelerin, ve altyapının yeniden inşası 
için gerekli finansman ölçeğini tahmin etmektir.

Bu tahminin birincil kaynakları Türk hükümeti tarafından 
depremden bir hafta sonra yapılan hasarlı binalara ilişkin değer-
lendirmeler ve depremden üç hafta sonra yapılan ikinci bir değer-
lendirmedir. Ayrıca yolların, okulların ve hastanelerin kaybına 
ilişkin bağımsız değerlendirmelere; yüzlerce görgü tanığı raporu; ve 
güvenilir gazetelere, medyaya ve muhabir raporlarına da güvendik.

Tahminler titiz ekonomik metodoloji kullanılarak yapılmıştır.

Yalnızca Türkiye'nin etkilenen bölgesindeki doğrudan ekonomik 
zararlar sayılmıştır. Buna kaybedilen konutlar, kaybedilen okullar, 
kaybedilen hastaneler ve kaybedilen iş ve hükümet binaları; yıkılmiş 
ya da ciddi hasar almış köprüler, caddeler ve yollar; ve bölge 
ekonomisi için önemli olan diğer altyapı kayıpları dahildir.

Ekonomik kayıp tahminine dahil edilen bölgede doğrudan etkilenen 
insanların kayıp gelirlerini de içerir.

Ekonomik kayıp tahminimiz depremin hemen ardından Türk 
hükümeti ve özel kuruluşlar tarafından sağlanan kurtarma ve afet 
yardımını veya uluslararası afet yardımını içermez. Bu nedenle 
depremin toplam maliyeti burada verilen yeniden yapılanma 
tahminlerinden çok daha yüksektir.

Bu değerlendirmemizi bu raporu yazdığımız zaman itibari ile 
elimizde olan dataya dayanarak yaptık. Calışmamızın sınırlarını 
aşağıdaki “Limitations” bölümünde açık bir şekilde yazdık. Hasarın 
tam resmi ve bölge hane halkının ekonomik durumları yeniden 
yapılanma çalışmaları başladığında daha netlik kazanacaktır. 
Umudumuz bu değerlendirmemizin ulusal ve uluslararası 
yetkililerin ve yardım örgütlerinin planlama ve gereken finansal 
yardım çalışmaları icin destek olmasıdır.
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Reconstruction after the earthquakes of 2023

The purpose of this report is to estimate the scale of financing 
necessary to rebuild the housing, roads, schools, hospitals and other 
infrastructure damaged in the February 2023 earthquakes.

The primary sources for this estimate are the assessments of 
damaged buildings done by the Turkish government in one week 
after the earthquake, and a second assessment done three weeks 
after the earthquake. We also relied upon independent assessments 
of the loss of roads, schools, and hospitals; hundreds of eyewitness 
reports; satellite and aerial photographs before and after the earth-
quake; and reports we assessed as credible from journalists 
reporting from the region. 

The estimates were made using rigorous economic methodology. 
Only the direct economic damages in the affected area of Türkiye 
counted. This included lost housing, lost schools, lost hospitals, and 
lost business and government buildings; lost bridges, streets, and 
roads; and other lost infrastructure necessary to the economy of the 
region. 

This includes the lost subsistence income of directly-affected 
residents of the area included in this estimate. This estimate does 
not include the rescue and disaster assistance provided immedi-
ately afterwards by Turkish government and private organizations, 
nor international disaster assistance. Therefore, the total cost of the 
earthquake is much higher than the reconstruction estimates 
provided here. 

We provide this assessment as of the date on which we completed 
this report. As we note in “Limitations” on page 7, we acknowledge 
that the complete picture of the damage and the repairs necessary 
to restore the economy and livelihoods of the area residents will 
emerge as buildings begin to be reconstructed. It is our hope that 
this preliminary assessment of the damage will encourage the 
planning and the financing assistance necessary for that rebuilding 
to begin.
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2.0 Executive Summary

Estimating the Scale of Reconstruction

Across the globe, we continue to mourn the incomprehensible 
number of lives lost to the recent earthquakes in Türkiye and Syria. 
The large and long task of rebuilding the homes, schools, streets, and 
hospitals is in front of us. 

For rebuilding to be successful, both local leaders and the global 
community must understand the full scope of resources required. 
With this objective in mind, the authors of this report endeavored 
to estimate the needed funds to rebuild lost residential housing, lost 
commercial and industrial facilities, lost schools and hospitals, and 
repairs to roads, highways, bridges, streets and utilities. Our 
purpose, as explained in “Şubat 2023 depremlerinden sonra 
yeniden yapılanma.” on page 1 and “Reconstruction after the earth-
quakes of 2023” on page 2, is to provide a credible, rigorously 
estimated, and thorough assessment of the funds needed to recon-
struct the housing, roads, and other infrastructure necessary for the 
residents of the affected region.

Methodology

Shortly after the devastating earthquakes that began on February 6, 
2023, we assembled a group of economists in Türkiye and the 
United States to systematically assess the physical damage to the 
buildings, streets, and infrastructure of the area. 

We used a rigorous methodology focused on the physical losses of 
housing and other categories of infrastructure.1 We identified 
specific categories of such losses, beginning with housing. For each 
such category, we made use of the available damage assessment 
information.

For housing units, we had systematic inspection reports from the 
Turkish government, including at least two rounds of inspections 

1.The methodology is consistent with past published work on the economic
and fiscal consequences of events such as strikes, work stoppages, shipping
losses, electrical blackouts and hurricanes, as well as major construction proj-
ects, sporting and cultural events, and major scientific projects. See, e.g.
Anderson (2004), Business Economics & Finance; Anderson & Geckil
(2003), Northeast Blackout; Anderson (2019) GM Strike Analysis. Citations
are included in “Methodology References” on page A-4.
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involving many thousands of units. These were our primary sources 
for this category. 

For other categories, we made use of technical reports, aerial and 
satellite photographs, and specific estimates where available. 
Reconstruction costs were estimated using information including 
For some categories of damage, such as lost household durable 
goods, local utility service, and water and sanitary sewer losses, 
there was very little systematic information available. For these 
categories, we included an allowance intended to be a conservative 
estimate of the necessary repairs and reconstruction needed. 

For most categories, we had confirmation of the scale of damage 
from eyewitness reports as well as primary sources.  

Assessment Based on Information Available on March 6, 2023 

This assessment is based on information available to us as of March 
6, 2023. It represents our estimate of the minimum financial 
resources necessary to reconstruct the buildings, streets, schools, 
hospitals, and utilities needed to sustain the economy and 
livelihood of the residents of Southeastern Türkiye. 

See Table 1, “Summary of Reconstruction Needs, Assessment of 
March 6, 2023,” on page 6.

Note that we could not estimate all the losses caused by the earth-
quakes; see “Losses Not Estimated Here” on page 4. For limitations 
in our analysis, see “Limitations” on page 7.

A discussion of the methods and sources used for this assessment 
is included in “Damage to Buildings” on page 8, “Damage to Bridges, 
Streets, and other Infrastructure” on page 11, and “Lost Subsistence 
Income” on page 15. 

Supporting schedules for these estimates are included in “Appendix 
B. Supporting Analysis” on page B-1.

Losses Not Estimated Here

The purpose of this report is to estimate the needs for recon-
struction in the earthquake-affected area, including an allowance 
for subsistence income for a limited time for the area residents. 
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This report does not attempt to estimate all the losses incurred by 
the residents of the affected area. 

In particular, we did not estimate the categories of losses such as 
lost household possessions such as clothing and other items beyond 
an allowance for durable goods; livestock and inventory; and 
personal and business vehicles beyond an allowance limited to 
transit and utility vehicles. In addition, our estimates do not include 
the expenses involved in the rescue and relief efforts immediately 
after the earthquakes began on February 6. 

Differences from Share of GDP and Earthquake Severity Indicators

Our estimates of lost housing, infrastructure and subsistence 
income due to the earthquakes are not the same as at least two con-
cepts that have also been used as indicators of the scale of damage. 
In particular, lost housing and other physical damages is not the 
same as lost GDP. GDP is a measure of output from a country.2 It is 
not the same as the housing, roads, schools, hospitals and other 
infrastructure needed for people to work and live in the country. In 
addition, earthquake severity is clearly important to estimating the 
lost infrastructure, and within the first hours after an earthquake 
may be the most important indicator. However, it is not a basis for 
estimating specific categories of physical damages given the infor-
mation we have in subsequent weeks. 

Acknowledgment of Damage in Syria

Unfortunately, we did not have the information necessary to do a 
similar assessment for the people in the affected region of Syria. We 
acknowledge the severe distress of residents of that region and hope 
that other organizations will undertake the effort to assist these 
people as well as the people in Türkiye.

2.It is implicitly a measure of income, given the underlying accounting iden-
tity tying output to income. We make use of national income and product 
account data, which includes income and output, in making our estimates of 
physical losses and lost subsistence income. However, we do not estimate 
“lost GDP.”
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TABLE 1. Summary of Reconstruction Needs, Assessment of March 6, 2023

Category of Damage
(as of estimation date)

Supporting 
Schedules

Direct Costs of Reconstruction
(as of estimation date)

Damaged or destroyed housing, retail & 
office, commercial, industrial & government 
building units;
Damaged or destroyed schools and hospitals

Exhibit B-1
Exhibit B-2
Exhibit B-5

$79.2 billion

Damaged Transportation, Utility, and 
Communications Infrastructure

Exhibit B-1
Exhibit B-2 $5.6 billion

Allowance for Destroyed Household Durable 
Goods and Transit Vehicle Exhibit B-2 $1.7 billion

Allowance for Subsistence Income to 
Affected Area Residents (6 months) Exhibit B-4 $16.4 billion

Direct Economic Losses Exhibit B-1 $102.9 billion

Memo: 
Additional losses not included in 
this assessment:

Costs of emergency disaster aid, medical assis-
tance, and rescue assistance not estimated

Costs of national government inspectors, safety 
and rescue workers not estimated

Lost agricultural and industrial production 
beyond subsistence income not estimated

Lost livestock, inventory, and vehicles beyond 
the included allowance not estimated

Lost household goods, clothing, and personal 
possessions beyond the included allowance for 
durable goods

not estimated

Base Data Sources: reports from Turkish government agencies; including building inspection reports; indepen-
dent assessments in specific cities and categories; aerial and satellite photographs; eyewitness accounts. 
Cost estimates from Anderson Economic Group based on cited references. 
See Methodology chapter for explanation of methods, and Appendix A for sources.
Supported schedules are in Appendix B. Note limitations listed in text of report.
Analysis: Anderson Economic Group LLC. 
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2.1 Limitations This and every assessment of the effects of a disaster is limited by 
several factors:

First, rescuing victims, providing immediate medical assistance, 
and restoring basic shelter and food are the priorities of the first 
responders to the affected area. The assessment of the overall 
physical damage must take a secondary role to this imperative. 

Second, the nature of a disaster is that it upends the lives and 
destroys much of the infrastructure that would normally be used for 
a careful analysis. 

Third, we are limited by the accuracy, completeness, and timeliness 
of the information available to us. Our primary sources on damaged 
buildings are the extensive inspections done by the Turkish 
government in the immediate weeks after the earthquakes. These 
inspection reports also informed our estimates in other categories. 
In addition, we relied on secondary reports, including those we have 
cited here, as well as eyewitness accounts where available.

We made significant efforts to compare estimates from different 
sources, and corroborate damage reports from one source with 
eyewitness reports or photographic reconstructions. However, 
neither we nor any entity could possibly obtain corroborating infor-
mation for all categories of damage in all provinces.

Finally, this assessment is made as of the date indicated. Subsequent 
information will become available, and will require a revision from 
this estimate.

Because of these limitations, the authors and editor caution that the 
report is only prepared for its intended use. It is not prepared for 
the purposes of any legal proceeding, indication of insured losses, 
or claims for damages against any private or public entity. 

2.2 Independence This analysis was completed independently by the authors and 
editors. However, the selection of data, the methods used, and the 
results all represent the opinions of the authors, and are subject to 
the limitations noted above. 

While the primary sources for much of the assessment is inspection 
reports from the government of the Republic of Türkiye, the overall 
assessment is independent of the governments of the United States 
of America, the Republic of Türkiye, and other government entities. 
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3.0 Methodology and Estimates

3.1 Earthquake 
Events

There were two major earthquakes occurred in the South and 
Southeastern regions of Türkiye on February 6, 2023, affecting 11 
provinces in Türkiye. The moment magnitude of the two earth-
quakes were 7.5 and 7.8, as estimated by the USGS.3 These have 
been identified as the “Kahramanmaraş Earthquake Sequence.” We 
use the terms “Maras earthquakes” and “Kahramanmaraş earth-
quakes” to refer to these events.

There were many subsequent seismic events, including hundreds of 
aftershocks and an earthquake on February 20 measuring 6.4 on 
the same Richter scale. We consider all these occurring in February 
2023 to be the earthquake events causing damages to the area.4

3.2 Damage to 
Buildings

Inspection Reports

Our primary method for assessing damage to buildings is reliance 
on the inspection reports prepared by the Turkish government. As 
of the date of this estimate, we have two rounds of these estimates, 
which reflect systematic assessments of thousands of buildings in 
the affected region. 

Number of Housing Units

The February 23, 2023 inspection report of the Housing Ministry is 
the primary source we relied upon for damage to housing units. 
According to this report, 520,000 units needed to be reconstructed 
or rebuilt due to the effects of the Maras Earthquake. It is our under-
standing that the buildings categorized as mid-level damaged by 
government (“orta hasarli”) also will need replacement or 
substantial reconstruction. Additional information on the number of 
units inspected were used to derive an estimate of the share of 

3.The United States Geological Service estimates are for the “Kahraman-
maraş Earthquake Sequence,” and are summarized on the February 17 update.
A link to the report, as of March 1, 2023, is:
https://www.usgs.gov/news/featured-story/m78-and-m75-kahramanmaras-
earthquake-sequence-near-nurdagi-turkey-turkiye
4.The NASA earth observatory program also examined the earthquake events,
using satellite photographs. Their analysis, as of February 8, 2023, was posted
at: https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/150949/earthquake-damage-in-
turkiye.
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housing, retail and office units in these buildings that were substan-
tially damaged.

Many of the housing units that were destroyed were in apartment 
buildings that also housed retail and office units. We included these 
in our calculations as part of housing units. 

Costs for Demolition and Reconstruction

We estimated costs for demolition and reconstruction using a two-
step method. First, we estimated costs of demolition on a per-unit 
bases. Second, we estimated costs of reconstruction on a per-
square-meter basis. 

Both the demolition and reconstruction costs were based on both 
indicative figures for construction costs before the earthquake, and 
interviews conducted by AEG after the earthquake. For these, we 
took into account the likelihood of increased inspection costs, 
stronger construction codes, and some allowance for higher 
material costs given the likely scarcity of building materials during 
the reconstruction period. The demolition costs per unit take into 
account the unfortunate circumstances in which many housing 
units close to each other were completely destroyed. 

Use of Per-unit Averages; Variance in Practice

Throughout this report, our use of an average cost per unit is for the 
purpose of arriving at an estimate of the total reconstruction funds 
needed for that category of property. The actual costs will vary 
considerably by the area, time period, construction standards, size, 
amenities, and other characteristics of the rebuilt structures. 
Furthermore, property owners and local government officials 
should consider ways to improve on land use, building safety, 
environmental impact, use of local available labor, and other factors 
in the future. All these will affect the timing, and the cost, of future 
construction. 

Costs for Schools and Hospitals

As with housing, we first projected the number of hospital and 
school units, and then estimated an amount per unit for recon-
struction. We made use of the information on housing units that 
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were damaged, and the population of the provinces, to estimate this 
number. 

Multiple secondary sources, as well as government inspection 
reports, indicate severe damage to many hospitals. 

Among the destroyed or severely damaged hospitals are Adana 
Meydan Pediatrics Hospital, Hatay Mustafa Kemal University 
Medical Faculty Hospital, Iskenderun State Hospital, Reyhanlı State 
Hospital, Çukurova University Medical Faculty Balcalı Hospital, 
Antakya Private Academy Hospital and Hatay Training and Research 
Hospital.5

Mustafa Kemal University Faculty of Medicine Practice and 
Research Hospital, Samandağ, Reyhanlı and Kırıkhan state hospitals 
and Iskenderun Hospital Block B were slightly damaged and were 
partially evacuated. Adana Çukurova U� niversitesi Balcalı Hastanesi 
were moderately damaged and fully evacuated. 6

As noted above, we recognize that a substantial number of retail 
and office units were included in structures for which housing was a 
primary purpose. The losses of these units are included in that 
category.

To estimate that additional losses of commercial, industrial and 
government buildings (other than schools and hospitals), we used a 
share of the damage estimated for housing category. 

These estimates are detailed in the following exhibits, including the 
notes:
• See “Damage to Housing and Household Durable Goods” on

page B-3.
• See also “Population and GDP of Affected Provinces” on

page B-4.
• See also “Damages to Hospitals and Schools” on page B-6.

5. Ileri Haber, “Depremde hastanelerin cogu kullanilmaz hale geldi,”
February 13, 2023. Retrieved from ilerihaber.org/icerik/depremde-
hastanelerin-co%C4%9Fu-kullanilamaz-hale-geldi-151283/.

6. BBC News Turkce, Asya Robins, “Deprem bolgesinde saglik hizmetleri
ne durumda?” February 23, 2023. Retrieved from www.bbc.com/
turkce/articles/cw95w9x2d9xo.
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A tabulation of these categories of damages and the others 
estimated in this report is in “Direct Economic Losses” on page B-1.

Note also the limitations of this assessment, summarized in “Limita-
tions” on page 7. 

3.3 Damage to 
Bridges, Streets, 
and other 
Infrastructure

Bridges and Tunnels

In the disaster region, there are more than 1,000 bridges. Only 15 
bridges were affected by successive major earthquakes, and about 
50% were opened to traffic within a day. One railway tunnel near 
Golbasi, which was constructed in the 1940s was severely 
damaged. Except this, no serious damages were observed in the 
tunnels constructed in the last 3 decades and the remaining 
tunnels performed well with minor damages.7

Roads and Railways

Our primary source for assessing the damage to roads and railways 
is reports from the Turkish government’s disaster relief organi-
zation, AFAD. According to AFAD reports immediately after the 
earthquake, three important roadways were closed to traffic after 
the earthquake: Adiyaman-Celikhan road, Osmaniye-Gaziantep 
road, Hatay-Reyhanli road, Hatay Kirikhan-Topbogaz road, 
Adiyaman Golbasi-Malatya. AFAD also indicated that the majority 
of the railways, except for three local routes, were largely intact 
and were open to transportation use. 8

Substantial emergency repair and recovery operations were 
carried out by state agencies, and by local entities, in the days 
immediately after the earthquake. Our estimates do not include 
much of these emergency repairs. 

7.  Preliminary Reconnaissance Report on February 6 2023 Pazarcik- 
Elbistan-Kahramanmaras- Turkiye Earthquakes Middle East 
Technical University Earthquake Engineering Research Center, 
Report no: METU/EERC 2023-1,Edited by Kemal Onder Cetin, 
Makbulke Ilgac, Gizem Can, Elife Cakir, February 20, 2023.

8.  Press Release -9 on February 2, 2023, Ministry of Interior, 
Department of Disaster and Emergency Management Department 
(“AFAD”), “Kahramanmaraş Pazarcık’ta Meydana Gelen Deprem Hk. 
Basın Bülteni-9,” https://www.afad.gov.tr/kahramanmaras-
pazarcikta-meydana-gelen-deprem-hk-basin-bulteni-9.
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Airports and Water Ports

An independent report by a shipping service assessed the damage 
to airports within two weeks of the initial earthquake. They 
indicated damage to Hatay airport—which had been runways 
damaged on February 6—had been repaired. As of February 17, 
2023. Gaziantep airport, which was initially closed to civilian 
flights, was also operating as usual. Kahramanmaras airport is 
closed to civilian flights as of March 1, 2023. 9

Iskenderun port dry cargo terminal resumed operations, except for 
Limak port where there was an ongoing fire for four days after the 
earthquake. Ceyhan Botas, Dortyol Botas and Yumurtalik Toros 
Terminals resumed all operations shortly after the initial earth-
quake.10

Electricity

Turkish government reports were our primary source for 
assessment of lost electrical service. Electricity could not be 
provided to 27 centers due to earthquake caused damages on 
February 6, 2023 and more than 30 transformers were damaged.11 
Emergency repair works were carried out and electricity was 
provided to parts of Kahramanmaras city within 24 hours after the 
first earthquake. As of February 19, one report indicated that 85% 
of Gaziantep province was supplied with electricity. 12

9. INCHCAPE Shipping services, February 17, 2023, March 1, 2023,
“Earthquake in Turkey – Port Update,” https://www.iss-
shipping.com/advisories/earthquake-in-turkey-port-update-4/.

10. February 17, 2023, “Earthquake in Turkey- Port Update.” Retrieved
from www.iss-shipping.com/advisories/earthquake-in-turkey-port-
update-4/.

11. Ministry of Interior, Department of Disaster and Emergency
Management Department (AFAD), “Kahramanmaraş-Pazarcık’ta
Meydana Gelen Deprem Hk. Basın Bülteni–6.” Press Release dated
February 2, 2023. Retrieved from www.afad.gov.tr/kahramanmaras-
pazarcikta-meydana-gelen-deprem-hk-basin-bulteni6

12. Takvim newspaper, “Tarih verildi!” February 19, 2023. Retrieved
from www.takvim.com.tr/haberler/2023/02/19/tarih-verildi-
gaziantepe-dogalgaz-ne-zaman-gelecek-su-elektrik-ve-dogalgaz-
deprem-bolgelerine-ne-zaman-verilecek-o-gun-kademeli-olarak/5.
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Our assessments take into account the fact that physical damage 
and demolition of structures will destroy electrical service, including 
attached utility lines and transformers. We include an allowance for 
street-level and local utility repairs and replacements caused by 
structure demolition. These are subject to the specific limitations 
noted in “Use of Per-unit Averages; Variance in Practice” on page 9.

As with other categories of infrastructure damage, it is likely that 
the full extent of needed repairs will only be known once recon-
struction of buildings commences.

Natural Gas and Crude Oil Pipelines

After the earthquake, the natural gas supply was remotely cut-off. 
There were 18 major damages in the main transmission lines of 
BOTAS, the state-owned crude oil and natural gas pipelines and 
trading company in the region. The natural gas transmission lines 
were repaired and put back into service on February 11, 2023.13

Kirkuk-Ceyhan crude oil pipeline was quickly repaired and 
resumed crude oil flows on February 8, 2023. Baku-Tblisi-Ceyhan 
crude oil pipeline was suspended on February 6, 2023, and 
resumed operations on February 12, 2023. There was major 
damage to Kahramanmaras-Gaziantep natural gas pipeline and as a 
result natural gas could not be supplied to Kahramanmaras, 
Gaziantep and Hatay provinces as of mid-February 2023. 14

As our focus is on damage to buildings and local infrastructure, we 
do not include cross-region pipelines in our damages assessment 
unless it affects local service to the affected provinces. Damage to 
cross-region pipelines is in addition to the estimates presented 
here. 

13. Dunya Haber Merkezi, “Bakan Donmez acikladi: Deprem bolgesindeki
evlere elektrik verilecek mi?” February 11, 2023. Retrieved from
www.dunya.com/gundem/bakan-donmez-acikladi-deprem-
bolgesindeki-evlere-elektrik-verilecek-mi-haberi-685515.

14. Ringzone, Anreas Exarheas, “Analyst Looks at Oil, Gas Damage of
Recent Earthquakes,” February 17, 2023. Retrieved from
www.rigzone.com/news/
analyst_looks_at_oil_gas_damage_of_recent_earthquakes-17-feb-
2023-172089-article/.
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Water and Sanitary Sewer

As of mid-February, water purification efforts involving chlorination 
had been done in all provinces except Hatay. In Hatay province, as of 
late February main water service was restored with the exception 
for Antakya and Defne districts. In these areas, water must be 
supplied by tankers or in emergency provisions. Secondary reports 
from the area at that time indicate the need for water service 
remains. 

A local report indicates that municipalities in Diyarbakir, Gaziantep, 
Adana, Urfa, Kilis and Osmaniye also carry out systemic chlori-
nation, and disaster relief teams in the field in mid-February used 
chlorine tablets. 'The tap water is not drinkable” warnings were 
widely placed, and state authorities strongly recommended drinking 
bottled water only.15

Our damage assessment includes an allowance for repair of local 
water and sanitary sewer facilities. This estimate does not include 
the emergency efforts already completed or currently in place. We 
estimate using an allowance for costs per damaged housing units. 
These are subject to the specific limitations noted in “Use of Per-
unit Averages; Variance in Practice” on page 9. 

As with other categories of infrastructure damage, it is likely that 
the full extent of needed repairs will only be known once recon-
struction of buildings commences. 

Dams

An immediate inspection after the earthquakes indicated that there 
were minor cracks and damages at 8 water dams, but no water leaks 
were observed after the inspection by state agencies. No problems 
were reported at Ataturk Water Dam, the third largest dam in the 
world.16 

15.  TRT Haber, “Deprem bolgesinde musluk suyu uyarisi,” February 19, 
2023. Retrieved from www.trthaber.com/haber/gundem/deprem-
bolgesine-musluk-suyu-uyarisi-747448.html.

16.  Anadolu Ajansi, Zeynep Canli, “Deprem bolgesindeki barajlarin 
durumu yakindan izleniyor,” February 14, 2023. Retrieved from 
www.aa.com.tr/tr/asrin-felaketi/deprem-bolgesindeki-barajlarin-
durumu-yakindan-izleniyor/2818818.
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We have not included in our damage assessment any repairs to 
dams.

3.4 Lost Subsistence 
Income

We estimated lost subsistence income to residents of the affected 
region who would be unable to work do to the disaster and damage 
to the buildings and infrastructure in the region. This lost subsis-
tence income does not include lost agricultural production or 
manufacturing or retail inventory, other than that accounted for 
within subsistence income. It is important to note that this lost 
subsistence income is only what is necessary to stabilize the living 
needs of the residents, and does not include the income of the many 
rescue, aid, volunteer, and government workers that have come to 
the area to assist in the disaster relief. 

We estimated the lost subsistence income using GDP data of 2021 
for the 11 provinces. As we were estimating subsistence income, 
we took a large fraction of output (GDP) as the subsistence income 
for the residents of the region. We presumed subsistence income 
support was required for 6 months. We estimated that the effect on 
each province varied based on the severity of the earthquake in 
each province. 
• See “Population and GDP of Affected Provinces” on page B-4.
• See also “Lost Subsistence Income” on page B-5.

In addition to the limitations for the estimates of lost physical infra-
structure, these estimates also involve the following cautions and 
limitations:
• A substantial number of the residents of the affected provinces 

have died. Many more have also been injured. We did not esti-
mate the medical, burial, and related expenses borne by the 
affected families. 

• The scale and pace of reconstruction will strongly affect the 
need for subsistence income support. It will also affect the 
ability of residents to live in the area, and their desire to do so. 
Encouraging this is one purpose of this report. 
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 EXHIBIT B-1.  Direct Economic Losses

Damages to Housing, Commercial, Industrial and Government Buildings Türkiye

(1) 520,000                    

(2) 416,000                    

936,000                    

per unit (3) 1,200$                       

1,123,200,000$              

(4) 375$                          
(5) 125

Cost to Replace Damaged or Destroyed Buildings (Units) 43,875,000,000$            

Repair and Restoration Costs for Damaged but Structurally Sound Units
(6) 1,476,276                 

(7) 442,883                    
1,919,158                 

(8) 12,000$                    

Total Restoration Cost for Fixable Damaged Buildings 23,029,899,336$            

Hospitals, Schools, Industrial, and Government Buildings 
Reconstruction of severly damaged or destroyed schools (9) 1,777,006,863$       
Reconstruction of severly damaged or destroyed hospitals (9) 2,735,823,325$       
Reconstruction of severely damaged or destroyed I & G structures (10) 6,690,489,934$       

Total Reconstruction of Hospitals, Schools, Industrial, and Government Buildings 11,203,320,121$            

Total Damages to Housing, Commercial, Industrial and Government Buildings 79,231,419,457$        

Transportion, Utility, & Communications Infrastructure Damages 
Transportation allowance per damaged housing unit
   Streets, Roads, Highways, and Bridges 3,500$   3,276,000,000$              
   Railroads 250$      234,000,000$                  
Water & Sanitary Sewer 500$      468,000,000$                  
Energy and Utilities allowance per damaged housing unit
   Electricity serving local residents 750$      702,000,000$                  
   Oil and Gas service to local residents 300$      280,800,000$                  

-$                                  
Communications 150$      140,400,000$                  
Other infrastructure Damages allocated from source (11) 500,000,000$                  
Total Damages to Transportation, Utility, & Communications Infrastructure 5,601,200,000$          

Durable Goods and Vehicle Damages 
Allowance for Destroyed Durable Goods (12) 650,000,000$                  
Allowance for Destroyed  Passenger Cars, Buses, Transit, Utility Vehicles (12) 1,040,000,000$              
Total Allowance for Damaged Durable Goods and Vehicles 1,690,000,000$          

Subtotal: Damages to Housing, C, I & G Buildings, and Infrastructure in Region

86,522,619,457$            

Lost Subsistence Income for Area Residents
(13), (14) 16,402,094,438$        

Total Direct Economic Loss

102,924,713,894$      

Memo: GDP of the Affected Provinces, 2021

Confirmed Number of Units in Buildings Collapsed or Substantially Damaged 
(Requires demolition and replacement)
Number of Units in Non-Habitable Buildings (Requires Demolition and 
Replacement) 

Total of housing damages, lost C,I & G structures, and lost transportation, utility, and communications 
infrastructure

Income Lost Due to Earthquake, 6 month period

Total Direct Economic Loss

Estimated Additional Number of Units in the Buildings Moderately Damaged
Total Number of Confirmed Units in the Buildings Moderately Damaged
Average Restoration Cost to Fix Damaged but Habitable and Sounce Buildings

Number of Confirmed Units in the Buildings Moderately Damaged

Total Number of Damaged Units Requiring Demolition and Replacement
Demolition Costs

Cost of Demolition of Damaged Units
Reconstruction Costs for Demolished Units
Reconstruction cost per square meter
Average Size of House (square meter)

79,545,470,544$          
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EXHIBIT B-1. Direct Economic Losses (continued)

(1) See Exhibit 2, "Property Damages."  Units are either housing units or retail/professional office units in the buildings.

(3) Estimate from a local construction engineer.

(6) See Exhibit 2, "Property Damages."
(7) Assumed additional 30% of the moderately damaged housing units.

(9) See Exhibit 5.
(10) Estimated as 10% of the damages to housing and retail/office units in housing buildings.

(12) See Exhibit 2, "Property Damages."

Notes and Sources:

(11) Estimate from a local construction engineer. Excludes any new powerplants or energy projects, and major pipelines transferring 
oil across region to other destinations.

(13) Lost income estimated using national income and GDP Loss. See Exhibit 4. Limited to local residents' lost subsistence income. 
Earnings and lost earnings of national government workers and relief and assistance workers are not included.
(14) AEG estimate of time period in which income support necessary to maintain subsistence for directly affected residents of 
region. Does not include earnings or lost earnings of relief and assistance workers, national government employees, or providers of 
aid. To avoid double-counting, also excludes earnings of workers involved in reconstruction identified in lost housing, C I & G 
buildings, and infrastructure.

(2) AEG Estimate based on initial assessment of Minister of Environment, Urbanisation and Climate Change, Republic of Türkiye and 
independent news sources

(4) Based on (a) Turkish government's unit price data for construction costs; and (b) AEG interviews with construction firms and 
adjustment for dollar-lira volatility. Costs may be higher due to revised construction codes, additional inspections, or shortages of 
materials.
(5) Estimate from a local construction engineer. Note that typical housing unit sizes in the region are approximately 125 square 
meters (about 1,345 square feet). Median housing space in the US is 2,480 square feet.

(8) Based on AEG interviews with local economists, local construction engineers, and local developers. Presumes strengthened 
inspection and construction codes. 
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 EXHIBIT B-2.  Damage to Housing and Household Durable Goods

Damaged or Destroyed Housing Units

Initial inspection report, as of February 19
Provinces

Collapsed or Heavily 
Damaged

Mid-Level 
Damaged

Moderately 
Damaged

Collapsed or 
Heavily Damaged

Mid-Level 
Damaged

Moderately 
Damaged

(Yikilmis ya da Agir 
Hasarli)

(Orta Hasarli) (Az Hasarli) (Yikilmis ya da Agir 
Hasarli)

(Orta Hasarli) (Az Hasarli)

Adana 97                              462                   2,568             1,715                      10,667              53,986            
Adiyaman 13,730                      4,338                19,410           44,817                    17,489              63,737            
Diyarbakir 1,110                        1,044                10,977           8,284                      12,106              109,784          
Elazig 1,036                        174                   2,176             5,193                      1,027                21,911            
Gaziantep 15,088                      5,662                42,945           36,620                    22,829              252,089          
Hatay 30,112                      7,281                36,112           123,349                  33,351              117,588          
Kahramanmaras 22,113                      2,208                33,664           84,059                    12,975              139,406          
Kilis 1,261                        307                   4,746             1,921                      1,629                24,044            
Malatya 16,870                      1,694                17,745           62,547                    12,098              88,763            
Osmaniye 3,794                        465                   11,830           12,505                    3,472                54,959            
Sanliurfa 663                            829                   22,913           3,535                      5,932                165,453          

Confirmed as of Feb 19 105,874                    24,464              205,086         384,545                  133,575            1,091,720      

Inspection report of 
February 23

164,321                    520,000                  

520,000                  
1,250$                    

650,000,000$        

$100,000

1,040,000,000$    

Notes:  
The Kahramanmaras earthquake also impacted buildings in Kayseri and Nigde provinces. These are not included here.

Data Sources: 
Feb 19 Assessment:  Minister of Environment, Urbanisation and Climate Change, Republic of Türkiye.
Feb 23 Assessment, Minister of Environment, Urbanisation and Climate Change, Republic of Türkiye.
AEG's estimates of allowance for partial replacement of durable goods

Durable goods include applicances (stoves, regrigerators, ovens) and basic furniture.  Allowance estimated is only a portion of the replacement 
cost.

Allowance per 100 heavily damaged units

Partial replacement of destroyed passenger cars, buses, transit vehicles

Number of Buildings Damaged Number of Units Damaged

Allowance for Destroyed Durable Goods
Number of Units Heavily Damaged or Collapsed
Allowance for destroyed household durable goods, per unit
Partial Replacement of Destroyed Durable Goods

Allowance for Destroyed  Passenger Cars, Buses, Transit, and Utility Vehicles

Note: The ministry provided only numbers of collapsed or heavily damaged buildings in their Feb 23rd update. Additional 
information from a World Bank report of Feb 20 indicates an estimate of undamaged buildings of 1,409,654.
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 EXHIBIT B-3.  Population and GDP of Affected Provinces

Provinces Affected by the Kahramanmaras Earthquake

Provinces Population, 2021
Population as Share of 

Nation GDP (billion USD), 2021 GDP Share

Adana 2,263,373                     2.7% 15.92$                             2.0%
Adiyaman 632,148                        0.7% 2.61$                               0.3%
Diyarbakir 1,791,373                     2.1% 7.02$                               0.9%
Elazig 588,088                        0.7% 3.72$                               0.5%
Gaziantep 2,130,432                     2.5% 16.70$                             2.0%
Hatay 1,670,712                     2.0% 11.40$                             1.4%
Kahramanmaras 1,171,298                     1.4% 7.08$                               0.9%
Kilis 145,826                        0.2% 0.79$                               0.1%
Malatya 808,692                        1.0% 4.36$                               0.5%
Osmaniye 553,012                        0.7% 3.48$                               0.4%
Sanliurfa 2,143,020                     2.5% 6.47$                               0.8%

Sub Total 13,897,974                   16.4% 79.55$                             9.8%

Türkiye Total 84,680,273                   100.0% 814.47$                          100.0%

Base Data Source: Turkish Statistical Institute 
Estimates of Loss of GDP and Allocation to Income: AEG
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 EXHIBIT B-4.  Lost Subsistence Income

Provinces Affected by the Kahramanmaras Earthquake

Provinces GDP (billion USD), 2021 Effect on GDP, 2023 GDP Loss (billion USD)

Adana 15.92$                               5.0% 0.80$                               
Adiyaman 2.61$                                 40.0% 1.04$                               
Diyarbakir 7.02$                                 10.0% 0.70$                               
Elazig 3.72$                                 5.0% 0.19$                               
Gaziantep 16.70$                               30.0% 5.01$                               
Hatay 11.40$                               40.0% 4.56$                               
Kahramanmaras 7.08$                                 30.0% 2.12$                               
Kilis 0.79$                                 20.0% 0.16$                               
Malatya 4.36$                                 30.0% 1.31$                               
Osmaniye 3.48$                                 30.0% 1.04$                               
Sanliurfa 6.47$                                 20.0% 1.29$                               
Sub Total 79.55$                               18.22$                            
share of GDP representing subsistence income: 0.90                                
Lost Subsistence income, Residents of Area 16.40$                            

Memo: GDP of Türkiye: 814.47$                             

Base Data Source: Turkish Statistical Institute 
Estimates of Loss of GDP and Allocation to Income: AEG
Notes:

AEG Estimate (6 months)

Note 1: Does not include income of rescue or relief workers, national government officials assigned to area, 
or foregone profits of area businesses beyond income of workers and managers.

Note 2: Does not include losses to agricultural or manufacturing production, lost livestock, lost vehicles, or 
lost business inventory.
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 EXHIBIT B-5.  Damages to Hospitals and Schools
Hospitals Note

Estimated number of hospital beds (units) in the region 41,738                 (1)
Estimated number hospital units to be replaced 9,049                   (2)
Estimated cost per hospital bed (unit) (YTL) 5,713,467            (3)
Estimated cost per hospital bed (unit) (USD) 302,345$             (4)
Estimated cost of hospital units to be replaced (USD) 2,735,823,325$  

Schools, Educational Institutions, and Social Welfare Buildings; Costs per Classroom Unit

Type of Schools 
Number of 

classrooms (5) 
Cost per 

classroom (USD) 
Note

Pre-Primary Education 55,989                    70,828$               (5)
Primary Education 269,059                  90,716$               (6)
Lower Secondary School ("Ortaokul") 198,366                  95,450$               (7)
Upper Secondary Education ("Ortaustu") 226,040                  106,577$             (8)
Total (Türkiye nationwide) 749,454                  
Average procurement cost per classroom unit (USD) 95,267$               (9)

122,910               

Estimated number of classroom units to be replaced 26,647                 

Estimated average reconstruction cost per classroom (USD) 66,687$               

Estimated cost of reconstruction for school classrooms (USD) 1,777,006,863$  
Notes:

Memo: Inflation in Türkiye
2021 2022 2023 (expected)

Annual Inflation 36% 64% 58%
1 YTL at the end of year (compounded) 1.36 2.24 3.52
Source: Turkish Statistical Institute and Central Bank of Türkiye

Estimated by AEG as share of recent 
procurement costs. See Table above and note 
(10) on reconstruction allowance.

(1) For the year 2021, there are a total of 257,997 hospital beds in Türkiye according to the Ministry of Health, Republic of Türkiye. AEG allocated 
16.4% of hospitals beds to the earthquake region. See Exhibit 2. 

(3) In 2021, the average cost of one hospital bed was 1,623,144 YTL according to a report prepared by Congressman Dr. Fikret Sahin. AEG 
estimated this cost to be 3.52 times more as 5,713,467 YTL in 2023 Yeni Turkish Lira terms using the inflation table below.

(5) National Education Statistics Formal Education 2021-22, Ministry of National Education, Republic of Türkiye.

(2) According to AEG's calculations, approximately 21.68% of the building units will require replacement or restoration. AEG arrived at this figure 
by assuming that all heavily damaged units (100%) will need to be replaced, 80% of moderately damaged units will require replacement, and 20% 
of slightly damaged units will need restoration. See Exhibit 2. 

(4) 1 USD  is taken as equivalent to 18.8972 YTL by using the Indicative Exchange Rates announced at 15:30 on 02/27/2023 by the Central Bank of 
Türkiye Bülten No: 2023/41. See memo item below.

(10) Allowance for reconstruction cost estimated by AEG to be 70% of recent procurement costs for new classrooms. Actual reconstruction costs 
vary based on construction codes, schedule and priority, and management decisions. 

AEG estimated the number of classroooms on a 
population basis. See Exhibit 3.

AEG estimated the portion of classrooms needed to 
be rebuilt, based on review of the Ministry's housing 
inspection reports. See note 2. 

(7) Public Procurement Institution, Republic of Türkiye, Electronic Public Procurement Platform (EKAP). Van Province Directorate of National 
Education subcontracted the construction of a primary school with 24 classrooms for an estimated cost of 41,142,604 YTL  on February 22, 2023.

(8) Public Procurement Institution, Republic of Türkiye, Electronic Public Procurement Platform (EKAP). The Governorhip of Van subcontracted the 
construction of a secondary school with 24 classrooms for an estimated cost of 43,289,795 YTL  on Feb. 24 2023.

(9) Public Procurement Institution, Republic of Türkiye, Electronic Public Procurement Platform (EKAP). Mugla Investment Monitoring Directorate 
subcontracted the construction of an upper secondary school with 16 classrooms for an estimated cost of 32,224,213 YTL  on February 14, 2023.

(6) Public Procurement Institution, Republic of Türkiye, Electronic Public Procurement Platform (EKAP).  Siirt Province Administation subcontracted 
the construction of of kindergarten with 8 classrooms for 10,707,597 YTL on December 12 2022.

Estimated number of classrooms in the region (used as an 
indication of all educational & social welfare building units)
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 EXHIBIT B-6.  Epicenters of February 2023 Earthquakes in Türkiye and Syria 
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